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Cultural Specificity or Cultural
Blankness? The Paradox of Québec in

Vegas1

Karen Fricker

High-profile performing and theatre artists from Québec have achieved
extraordinary success in Las Vegas in recent years. These artists include
the pop singer Céline Dion; the new circus troupe Cirque du Soleil;

and directors hired by the Cirque to create their Vegas spectaculars, including
Québec’s best-known stage director Robert Lepage.

It is Cirque du Soleil which is at the heart of the Québec in Vegas phenomenon.
In 1993, the Cirque innovated its already-successful practice of touring circus
shows by creating its first resident production – that is, a show performed in a
purpose-built, state of the art auditorium attached to a Las Vegas hotel and
casino. That show, called Mystère, was staged in the Treasure Island Hotel and
Casino, bankrolled by the billionaire entrepreneur Steve Wynn, and is still enjoying
a successful run.

Indeed partnership with hoteliers and hotel groups –at the time of writing the
preferred partner is MGM Mirage– is at the core of the Cirque’s Vegas success.
Hotel owners shoulder the financial burden of creating the performance arenas–
which can cost $100 million or more–2 in exchange for the particular allure that
having a live spectacular by the Cirque (or Céline Dion, for that matter) has for
audiences who, thus lured into the casino building, will most probably gamble,
eat, drink, and otherwise add to the hotel and casino’s income.

The Cirque’s innovation of sit-down shows in Las Vegas paid off beyond
anyone’s imagining: they now have five resident shows playing there, and one
playing in Orlando, Florida; new resident productions are opening in 2008 in
Las Vegas, Macau and Tokyo, in addition to their several touring shows on the
road virtually year-round.

Cirque du Soleil now attracts one in every 10 visitors to Vegas each year, has
annual revenues of $650 million; and in the last five years has seen its ticket
sales increase 60%. As Susan Bennett has argued, Cirque du Soleil productions
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“may well have been seen by more people around the world than any other
(more than forty million in Cirque’s twenty-year history)” (2005, p. 422). Quite
simply, Cirque is setting the terms by which live performance is defined
worldwide.

Céline Dion’s presence in Las Vegas is directly connected to the Cirque in
Vegas phenomenon. In the early 2000s, Dion and her husband/manager, Réne
Angelil, went to see O, one of Cirque’s Las Vegas productions, and were so
taken with it that Dion decided she wanted a similar show for herself. She and
Angelil invited O’s creator, Franco Dragone – one of the founders of Cirque du
Soleil and now a freelance director – to conceive a Vegas show for Dion that was
a combination of concert and theatrical spectacular, with a distinctly Cirque
flavor.

Overcoming initial entertainment industry skepticism, Céline Dion: A New
Day... which opened in March 2003, was an unprecedented success. By the time
it closed in December 2007, it had played for 717 performances to three million
spectators, grossing over $400 million. Dion and Angelil took a considerable
risk in taking Céline off the international touring circuit at the height of her
career, and creating a production that required fans to travel to see her (rather
than vice versa, as is the standard dynamic in popular music). The unprecedented
success of A New Day..., industry observers argue, has prompted a trend of high-
profile performing artists, including Elton John, Cher, and Bette Midler, creating
their own sit-down Vegas productions. (see Abowitz 2007).

It is clear that performing in Las Vegas provided a catalyst to boost the already-
flourishing careers of Céline Dion and Cirque du Soleil to unprecedented levels
of global profile. The fact that Céline and the Cirque (as well as many of the
artists, technicians, and other professionals that they employ) hail from Québec
has been heralded by the Québec government and media as evidence of the
province/nation’s cultural and economic vitality.3 At the conference at which
this paper was first presented, for example, Liza Frulla, a former provincial and
federal Minister,4 cited Cirque du Soleil and Céline Dion specifically and uniquely
to support an argument about what what makes Québec stand apart culturally as
a North American society – making what has become a familiar and virtually
unquestioned connection between the global success of these artists and therefore
the value and uniqueness of Québec itself.

This argument relies on several assumptions and underlying narratives, the
first being the link between Québec culture and Québec nationhood. Since the
Quiet Revolution, it has been asserted that one of the key tools in the assertion
of Québec as a distinct society and an extant nation is the uniqueness and vitality
of its culture. With the establishment of the Québec Conseil des Arts in 1961, an
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explicit connection was made in government discourse between the creation and
international circulation of Québec arts: the arts in Québec were created not just
to be consumed domestically but, in the words of then-premier Jean Lesage, to
“draw the world’s attention to themselves as PRODUCTS OF QUÉBEC.” (Cited in
Handler 1988, p. 130. Emphases in original.)

This understanding of the arts and culture as a tool for the international
promotion of the idea the Québec nation was affirmed by the Ministère de la
Culture et des Communications de Québec in its 2002 publication “Québec: A
Culture which travels the world”. As this document asserts, Québec, “a tiny
nation” with a population of only 7.5 million, unquestionably punches above its
weight in the cultural industries, particularly in the fields of performing arts,
with work by artists including Robert Lepage, Michel Tremblay, Wajdi Mouawad,
La La La Human Steps, Margie Gillis, Marie Chouinard, and others frequently
touring abroad to acclaim. The  international recognition afforded these artists
is reclaimed by official Québec as evidence of a “unique cultural vitality that has
touched all five continents in myriad ways” (2002).

Given the close connection made by official Québec between the international
success of its artists and the viability of the province/nation itself, a set of questions
arise as to how legible across cultures as québecois these works should or need
to be. Is every cultural product, regardless of content, form, or quality, that
emanates from a québécois or Québec-based artist or company therefore claimable
as québécois and representative of Québec? How are Québec cultural products
recognizable as such – should they be recognizable as such – when they leave
their immediate cultural context?

Just how identifiable as québécois, for example, are Céline Dion and Cirque
du Soleil’s Vegas shows? I would argue that this depends completely on the
knowledge and cultural base of the perceiver (this is true, of course, of any
cultural product, not just the ones under examination here). To those who know
in advance where Céline and Cirque come from – who know their signatures,
codes, and history, and care about their “Québecness”, their works make meaning
as being québécois. This point is illustrated in a documentary about Céline
Dion’s fans on the DVD of A New Day..., in which a tearful québécoise fan tells
Céline that the singer is is “la fierté de Québec” (the pride of Québec) - a statement
which reduces Céline herself to tears.

But this woman is only one of more than a dozen fans whose stories feature
on the DVD, and the only one who directly links Céline to Québec pride. To the
rest of Céline’s fans and spectators, her cultural origins may be interesting or
relevant – or then again, they might not be. There are many spectators who see
Céline’s shows and listen to her music and have no idea where she comes from
– and why should this matter to them?

Cultural Specificity or Cultural Blankness?  The Paradox of Québec in Vegas
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The same point applies, perhaps even moreso, to the Cirque. Audiences
book tickets to Cirque du Soleil’s productions on the basis of Cirque’s identity
and popularity as a “brand” of entertainment, corporate terminology the company
itself embraces.5 The Cirque brand means big, slick, circus-style entertainment
without animals and without language. Their productions centrally feature feats
of physical exceptionalism performed against a background of world music, and
do not necessarily tell a coherent story, but do communicate the overall theme,
as Erin Hurley and Jen Harvie have argued, of “surpassing limits” (1999, p. 312)
– a message that does not necessarily pertain to Québec.

The framing question for the panel on which this essay was first presented
describes Las Vegas as “America’s playground” and the “quintessential American
city”, but I would argue that a more accurate description is that of Vegas as the
quintessential site of contemporary globalized entertainment. Famously, today’s
Vegas is a palimpsest of simulations of foreign landmarks and locations – a
simulated Eiffel Tower nestles next to the Luxor’s pyramids, the skyscrapers of
New York New York, and the canals of the Venetian. What has emerged as the
live entertainment form that best compliments this particular microcosm of
globalization are spectacles that take place precisely nowhere and everywhere –
in the unique and magical universe of Cirque du Soleil. As scholars including
Peta Tait, Susan Bennett, and Erin Hurley have argued, Cirque’s shows purposely
belie no cultural origins, have no stars – other than the company’s now well-
established star identity – and therefore can be transported and performed
anywhere (See Tait 2005, Bennett 2005, and Hurley forthcoming). Cirque has
become its own culture and its own context. That is its genius, and is at the root
of its global and Vegas success.

There is therefore a deep paradox in the celebration of Cirque du Soleil by
Liza Frulla and others as a consummate example of québécois culture. The
reason why Cirque is so successful is because of its purposeful cultural blankness.
A similar point could be made about Céline Dion: Franco Dragone, the director
of A New Day..., has called Céline a “satellite who captures images” and has
referred to the show as “her own universe.” (Cited in Bennett 2005, p. 422)
Céline styles herself as the ultimate emotional being, and a receptacle for her
spectators’ and fans’ emotions, a point my fellow “Québec in Vegas” panelist
Carl Wilson argues brilliantly in his book on Céline. At the heart of Céline’s
success, in addition to her vocal gifts, are her abilities of self-transformation, her
capacity to reflect back the desires and fantasies of those who perceive her; that
is, arguably, her inherent unspecificity and culture-less-ness.

Cirque du Soleil and Céline Dion’s work is massive, impeccably groomed,
sleekly styled to appeal to the widest possible audiences, and is about, culturally
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speaking, as little as possible. Thus, the artists most loudly trumpeted by Québec
as being representative of the province/nation are those who make the most
money worldwide and whose work is purposely culturally about nothing.

Is this a problem?

Notes

1   This paper is a version of a presentation offered on the “Québec in Vegas”
panel at “Are We American? Canadian Culture in North America”, the 2008
conference of the McGill Institute for the Study of Canada. My thanks to
Will Straw for his invitation to the conference and the staff of MISC for their
warm welcome.

2    Amounts are in American dollars.
3     I borrow the useful descriptive “province/nation” from Ric Knowles in Reading

the Material Theatre (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006).
4     Frulla was Minister of Culture and Minister of Communications for Québec

from 1989-1998, and Minister for Canadian Heritage and the status of Women
from 2004-2006. She spoke at the “Are We American?” conference on 13
February, 2008, as part of a panel recorded for CBC Montréal’s “Daybreak”
program and hosted by Mike Finnerty. The panel can be heard at: http://
www.cbc.ca/daybreakmontreal/areweamericain.html.

5   See, for example, Cirque du Soleil president and COO Daniel Lamarre’s
comments in Tichler, 2005: “We built our brand on creativity, and if we
don’t respect this first value of our brand, it would be counterproductive for
us long term.”
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